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Suppose C is a closed convex body in E” which contains the origin as an interior 
point. Define aC for each real number a > 0 to be the magnification of C by the 
factor a and define C + (m, ,..., m,) for each point (m, ,..., m,) in E” to be the trans- 
lation of C by the vector (m,,..., mn). Define the point set d(C, a) by d(C, a) = 
(aC + (m, + i ,..., m, + 4): m, ,..., m, nonnegative integers}. The view-obstruction 
problem for C is the problem of finding the constant K(C) detined to be the lower 
bound of those a such that any half-line L given by xi = ai t (i = 1, 2,..., n), where 
the ai (1 < i < n) are positive real numbers and the parameter t runs through 
10, co), intersects d(C, a). The paper considers the case where C is the n- 
dimensional cube with side 1, and in this case the constant K(C) is evaluated for 
n = 4. The proof in dimension 4 depends on a theorem (proved via exponential 
sums) concerning the existence of solutions for a certain system of simultaneous 
congruences. The proofs in dimensions 2 and 3 are much simpler, and for these 
dimensions several other proofs have previously been given. For real x, let \lxll 
denote the distance from x to the nearest integer. A non-geometric description of 
our principal result is that we prove the case n = 4 of the following conjecture: For 
any n positive integers w, ,..., w, there is a real number x such that each 
I/wAl> (n + 1)-l. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
The view-obstruction problems defined in the abstract were first 
introduced in [2]. In this paper we only consider the case where the closed 
convex body C in E” is the n-dimensional cube with side 1. We use the 
notation A(n) for the constant K(C) in this case. 
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For any real number X, let (IxIJ denote the distance from x to the nearest 
integer. The evaluation of A(n) can be thought of as a problem in 
Diophantine approximation, since we have 
(1) 
where the supremum is taken over all n-tuples w, ,..., w, of positive integers. 
Formula (1) follows from the definition of n(n) given in the abstract; we note 
that the positive real numbers a, mentioned in the abstract can be assumed to 
be positive integers. If we define 
K(n) = inf max min IIwixII, 
0(x(1 I(i(n 
(2) 
where the infimum is taken over all n-tuples wi,..., w, of positive integers, 
then since 11 wixll = f - 1) WiX - Q 11, we have A(n) = 1 - 24n) for each n > 2. 
It will be convenient in the rest of the paper to concentrate on the problem of 
evaluating K(n). 
The problem of evaluating A(n) is equivalent to the following: Suppose the 
unit cube in E” has faces which reflect a certain particle, and consider any 
motion of the particle, starting in Q turner of the cube and not entirely 
contained in a hyperplane of dimension n - 1. What is the side length of the 
largest subcube, centered in the unit cube, with the property that there exists 
such a motion of the particle which does not intersect the subcube? Plainly 
the largest such side length is A(n). 
The corresponding problem, if the condition that the particle start in a 
corner is omitted, can be treated by methods entirely different from those in 
this paper. This has been done by Schoenberg [5], who solved this problem 
in every dimension; he showed that the largest subcube in dimension n has 
side 1 -n-l. 
The natural conjecture for the value of A(n) is (n - l)/(n + 1) (as stated in 
12, p. 1661). This is because Dirichlet’s box principle gives 
so x(n) < l/(n + l), and it is reasonable to conjecture that equality holds. 
That is, we conjecture that for any n positive integers w, ,..., w,, there is a 
real number x such that each )I wixll > (n + 1)-l. The case n = 2 is very 
simple. The case n = 3 is more complicated, but several proofs have 
previously been published (Betke and Wills [l], Cusick [2-4]). The case 
n = 4 is solved here by an extension of the method of [4]. The proof in [4] 
was elementary, but the crucial step in the argument here is the estimation of 
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certain exponential sums. The estimation succeeds only if a certain 
parameter is sufficiently large; dealing with the small values of the parameter 
requires some ad hoc calculations. 
2. THE METHOD OF PROOF 
By (2), in order to show that I = l/(n + 1) it is enough to prove that 
given any n-tuple WI,..., w, of positive integers with the property that for any 
integers m and q, 
II II 1 wi4 <---- for some i, 1 < i < n \ 13 m n+l 
there exists some pair m, q such that (3) does not hold if < is replaced by <. 
If we assume (as we may with no loss of generality) that w, ,..., w, have no 
common prime factor, then we would expect that there are only finitely 
many n-tuples w, ,..., w, such that (3) holds for any m and q. Further, we 
might hope that by considering only finitely many values of m, we could 
identify all of these n-tuples, and so reduce the determination of I to a 
finite calculation. It is easy to carry out this procedure when n = 2, and so 
prove ~(2) = l/3. When n = 3, the procedure can also be carried out; this 
was done in an elementary way in [4]. We apply this method for n = 4 in the 
following section, but the proof is no longer elementary. It is not clear 
whether the same method would be successful for n > 5, because of the 
increasing complexity of the various cases to which the problem would be 
reduced. 
3. THE PROOF THAT ~(4)= l/5 
In this section, we take n = 4 and suppose w,, w2, wj, wq are integers, 
having no common prime factor, such that (3) holds for any integers m and 
q. Our goal is to show that we can always find a pair of integers m and q 
such that 
min /I I/ 1 l<i<4 wix a-. m 5 
If w  is not divisible by 5, then )I w/5 )( > l/5, so we can assume that at least 
one of the wi is divisible by 5. Thus there are several cases to consider, and it 
turns that the only difficult one is the case where exactly one of the wi is 
divisible by 5. We dispose of the other cases first. 
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First suppose that w, = 5 i+ka, w2 = 5j+kb, wj = 5k~, w,=d, where 
a,b,c,darenotdivisibleby5andi~j~O,k~1.Wetakem=5i+k+‘and 
will choose a q not divisible by 5, so 1) w, q/m )I > l/5. In order to specify q, 
we first choose a q,, $0 mod 5 such that 
bxz t mod 5’-jt’ 1 , (It,/5’-j+’ II> l/5 (5) 
and 
cx- t, mod 5”l, Ilt,/5’+‘lI 2 l/5 (6) 
both hold with x = q,, for some choice of t,, t,. Such a q0 exists because 
there are 3 . 5’ + 5’ integers x mod 5’+ ’ for which (5) holds for some t, and 
3 . 5’ + 1 integers x mod 5”’ for which (6) holds for some t2. Hence there 
are at least 5’ + 5j + 1 integers x mod 5’+ i for which both (5) and (6) hold, 
and of these at least 5’ + 1 are not divisible by 5. We define q to be 
40 + 5 i+lr, where r is chosen so that 11 w, q/ml1 > l/5 (such a choice of r is 
possible since changing r by 1 changes w, q/m by d/5k). Clearly we have 
11 w2 q/m)( and (( w1 q/m/I > l/5 whatever choice of r is made, so (4) holds 
with the chosen q. 
Now suppose that w, = 5 jtka, ~~=5~b, wj=c, w,=d, where a,b,c,d 
are not divisible by 5 and j > 0, k > 1. We take m = 5i+kt’ and will choose 
a q not divisible by 5, so 11 w, q/m/( > l/5. In order to specify q, we first 
choose a q. & 0 mod 5 such that bq, = t mod 5jt I, where t is an integer 
satisfying 11 t/jj+’ II> l/5. There are 3 . 5j + 1 such integers t, and so at least 
2 . 5j + 1 possible choices for q. f 0 mod 5. We define q to be q,, + 5jt ‘r 
where r is chosen so that both I( cq/m (I and (I dq/m )I are > l/5. Such a choice 
of r is possible because both cq/m and dq/m run (in some order) through 5k 
evenly spaced points mod 1 as r runs through 1,2,..., 5k. Thus we have 
I( cq/mI( > l/5 for at least 3 . gk-’ values of r and (1 dq/m(I > l/5 for at least 
3 . gk-’ values of r; hence for at least gk-’ values of r, we have both 
inequalities. Plainly (4) holds for our choice of q. 
Now suppose that w, = 5k-‘a, w2 = b, w3 = c, w, = d, where a, b, c, d are 
not divisible by 5 and k > 2. This is the only remaining case, and is the most 
difficult one. If we take m = 5k, then (4) holds because of the following: 
THEOREM. Given any integer k > 1 and any integers b, c, d not divisible 
by 5, there exist integers t, , t,, t, and an integer q not divisible by 5 such 
that 
bq E t, mod 5 k, 
cq = t, mod 5k, 
II II 
$ >f (i=1,2,3). (7) 
dq = t, mod 5 k, 
Thus the theorem implies our desired result that ~(4) = l/5. The work 
below proves the theorem for each k > 9. The cases k < 8 can be handled by 
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direct calculation. We are grateful to Mr. E. Abery for computer 
programming assistance in carrying out this calculation. 
Let k be an integer with k > 9, let 
I={i:5k-‘<i<4-5k-1} and let I, = {i E I: i = 1 mod 5). 
If r is an integer not divisible by 5, let <d;(r) denote the set of q E I, such 
that (Irq/5kll > l/5 and let Nk(r) denote the cardinality of L “k(r). 
In the theorem we can assume without loss of generality that b = 1. Thus 
the theorem follows from the assertion that if c, d are any integers not 
divisible by 5, then for each k > 9, . “;(c) n. /l’;(d) f 0. Let m = 5k. Since I, 
has exactly .12m elements, it will follow that . ,t;(c) nL4 k(d) is non-empty if 
Nk(c) + N,(d) > .12m. This is exactly what we will show except for a few 
choices of the pair c, d which we treat differently. Most of what we need is in 
the following two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf r is such that there exist integers x, y with 
1x1, lyl< 312, (x, y) = 1, (5, xy) = 1, and xr = y mod m, then Nk(r) > .061m, 
except that N,(4) = N,(-4) = N,(4-’ mod m) = Nk(-4-l mod m) = .06m. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf r is such that there do not exist integers x, y as 
described in Proposition 1, then Nk(r) > .0601m. 
To prove Proposition 1, we first reduce the estimation of an Nk(r) to a 
finite calculation. Let J denote the set of real numbers z with ilzll > l/5. If S 
is a disjoint union of intervals, let p(S) denote the sum of the lengths of these 
intervals. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose there exist positive integers x, y as described in 
Proposition 1. Then 
Nk(r)=~x$~p ~z[i+.2,i+.8]n.Z/ +E(x,y) 
1x 
where jE(x, y)( < 1.6x + .6y. 
Proof: In what follows 0 denotes a quantity of absolute value < 1 and 
x(S) denotes the number of connected components in the interior of the set 
S. We have 
N,&-)=# ‘qE [.2m,.8m]:q- Imod5,zEJ( 
I 
x-1 
= c # qE [.2m, .8m]: q- 
j=O ! 
1 mod5,qrjmodx,zE.Z 1 
I 
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The last equality holds because there is an evident one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the jth summand in the first sum and the i th summand in 
the second sum if i and j satisfy im = -j mod x. Now note that q = 0 mod x, 
(x, m) = 1 and xr = y mod m imply rq = yq/x mod m. Thus 
x-l 
NkW = c # 
i=O I SE [i+.2,i+A]:q= lmod5,q=Omodx,~EJ I 
'I 
m x-1 =- 
= IL 5x i O 
p i +.2,i+.8]nGJ 
X-l 
+B c x (i+.2,i+.B]$I 
i=o I 









( .6 f t 1.6) = 1.6x t .6~. 
LEMMA 2. If x, y are positive coprime integers, then 
I .096 i+.2,i+.8]nJ >.072--. X 
Proof: Let T = [.2( y/x), .S(y/x)]. For each a E T, let I(a) = {i E Z: 
0 < i < x - 1, a + iy/x E J}. Decompose T into disjoint intervals 
T, , T, s.., T1 such that I(a) = lj is fixed for a E Tj. We have 
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Now any #I(a) is >[.6x]. To see this, note that (here {x) denotes the frac- 
tional part of x) 
since gcd (x, y) = 1. Furthermore 
a+%O<i<x- 1I n1.2, 
xl \ . 
81 
consists of >[.6x] equally spaced points of common gap l/x. Thus 
[.6x] .6y =- - 
5y x ’ 5x ( 1 
> (.6x - .8)(.6) = .o72 .096 . 
X 
Proof of Proposition 1. Since Nk(r) = NJ-r) = N,(r- * mod m), we may 
assume x, y are positive integers with 1 < x < y < 3 12. With the kind 
assistance of D. E. Penney we have directly calculated the sum in Lemma 1 
for each pair x, y with x < 9. In each case, except for x = 1, y = 4, we have 
the sum at least (l/l 5)m. Since jE(x, y)( < 200 and m > 5 9, we have 
Nk(r) > .061m in each case except Y = k4, f4-’ mod m. Working through 
the proof of Lemma 1 in the case x = 1, y = 4, we see that E( 1,4) = 0 and 
that N,(4) = .06m. 
Now assume x >, 10. Then from Lemmas 1 and 2 
m - (1.6)(3 11) - (.6)(3 12) 
> .0624m - 685 > .061m, 
since m > 59. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Fix an integer r not divisible by 5 for which 
there does not exist a pair x, y as described in Proposition 1. Let 1 t 1 m denote 
the absolute value of the residue of t mod m that is closest to 0. Thus there is 
no integer t not divisible by 5 such that both 1 t Irn and 1 rt jrn are less than 3 13. 
Let e(x) = e*“‘*. We have 
= $(.6m + l)(. 12m) + ?- ?” 
m tZ C8) 
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Summing the geometric progressions in the inner sums we have 
The main term on the right of (8) is .072m. The error term is bounded in 
absolute value by 
(m-1)/2 1 1 
=.12+: s -.- 
I=1 t IW, 
since (W(,=/Sr(m-t)(,,(t(,=Im-tl,. 
We consider 4 cases to estimate the last sum. 
Case 1. t< 312, 5,./t. Then IrtJ, > 312, so (5rt(, > 1565. 
Thus the portion of the sum in this case is 
& 2 . &- y f < .00172m. 
*?I 
w  
Case 2. t ,< 312, 5 I t. Note that the map t E [ 1, (m - 1)/2] ++ 15rtl, is 
5: 1. It is 1: 1 on the restricted domain [ 1, (m/5 - 1)/2]. If t is in this 
restricted domain, then the other values that map to (5rt(, are 
m/5 - t, m/5 -I- t, 2m/5 - t, 2m/5 + t. 
For t < 312 < (m/5 - 1)/2, the values of [5rtl, are distinct, and since 5 I t, 
the values 15rtlm are divisible by 25. Thus the portion of the sum in this case 
is 
< & (g---&j < .00652m. 
Case 3. t > 312, Jrtl, < 312. Considering the 5 choices of t 
corresponding to each value of 1 5rt Im, the portion of the sum in this case is 
(using m > 59) 
<II ( - 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 + m/5 - 313 + m/5 + 313 + 2m/5-313 + 2m/5 + 313 ) 
312 1 
x )J - < .00203m. 
f=, 5t 
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Case 4. t > 3 12, ] rt I,,, > 3 12. Again, for each value of 15-t I,,, , there are 5 
values of t. The value of t which can do the most damage, of course, is the 
smallest. Thus the portion of the sum in this case is 
m 
- < .00161m. 
624 
Finally we note that .12 < (.12/59) m < lo-‘m, so that the absolute value 
of the error term on the right of (8) is < .0119m. Thus Nk(r) > .0601m. 
Proof of the Theorem. We need to show that if c, d are integers not 
divisible by 5, then , /trk(c) n J;(d) # 0. Except for the case when both c, d 
are found in the set { f4 mod m, f4 - ’ mod m }, Propositions 1 and 2 show 
that Nk(c) + N,(d) > .12m, so that as noted above, “i(c) n. J;(d) # 0. 
Since -/tr(r) =JY^k(-r), to complete the proof we need only show that 
Jyrk(4) n J’jj(4- ’ m0d.m) # 0. To see this, let q denote the first integer above 
{rn with q = 3 mod 4 and q = 1 mod 5. That is, q = fm t 1. Then 
q E J’;(4) n. N;(4-’ mod m) since q E I,, I( 4q/m 11 z 5, and 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have not discussed the problem of explicitly determining all the sets 
{WI 9 w2 ,***, w,) for which the max min in (2) is equal to l/(n + 1). It is 
known (see [2, pp. 169-1701 and [3, p. 111) that for n = 2 or 3 the only such 
sets are the obvious ones {k, 2k,..., nk}, where k is some positive integer. The 
situation is certainly not this simple if n > 4; for example, the max min in (2) 
is equal to l/5 if (w,, w2, w3, wq} = { 1, 3,4, 7) and is equal to l/6 if 
iw, 9 wz,..., w5} = { 1, 3,4, 5,9}. Perhaps this has something to do with the 
apparent difficulty in finding an elementary approach to the problem if 
n > 4. 
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